Waterways Management (WWM) Division executes a variety of authorities by developing policies, overseeing efforts, and conducting activities that:

1. facilitate and manage vessel movement

2. manage waterway infrastructure

3. communicate waterway and environmental conditions

4. support understanding of ocean and waterway environments through marine science and observation.
USCG          NOAA

• How the Coast Guard works w/ the Office of Coastal Service to accurately depict Aids to Navigation (ATON's) on nautical charts?

• What are the issues w/ this process?

• Suggestions for improvements?
USCG & NOAA Coordinate Databases

— NOAA’s Electronic Charting Database
— Coast Guard’s Light List Database
— Integrated Aids To Navigation Information System (I-ATONIS)
Local Notice To Mariners Chart corrections are published weekly. The final LNM that is published is a conglomeration of information that either entered, the chart update system, through a NOAA or USCG pipeline.
Broadcast Notice To Mariners
Bridges vertical and horizontal information
Traffic Separation Schemes
The bridge names as listed on their USCG permit are available in COMDT PUBLICATION P16590.1 Dated 29May1984.
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